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LEVEL CURVES OF FUNCTIONS OF

BOUNDED CHARACTERISTIC

I 2
KARL F. BARTH   AND JAMES G. CLUNIE

Abstract. The authors construct a meromorphic function of bounded characteris-

tic whose level set for 1 contains a sequence of closed Jordan curves which

surround the origin and which converge to all of the unit circle. Some sufficient

conditions are given for each level set of a meromorphic function of bounded

characteristic to end at points.

1. Introduction. Suppose /is defined in D as {\z\ < 1}. For each A > 0 we define

the level set L(X,f) = L(X) to be {z: \f(z)\ = A}. A component of L(\) is called a

level curve. We say that L(\) ends at points of the unit circle C if the maximum

diameter of the components of the set

L(X) n {z: 1 - 6 < |z| < 1}

tends to 0 as e —> 0. A function /, holomorphic (meromorphic) and nonconstant in

D, is said to be in the MacLane Class £ (£m) if L(X) ends at points of C for each

À > 0. (See [4, pp. 7-10] and [1, pp. 322-324] for details.)

Let T: z = z(t), 0 < t < 1, be a curve contained in D. We say that T is an

asymptotic path if for each e > 0 there exists a tt such that {z(t): tc < t < 1} c {1

— e < |z| < 1}. If T is an asymptotic path and ]im,_fl f(z(t)) = a (possibly oo), we

say that a is an asymptotic value of/(on T). We say that /has the asymptotic value

a at Ç, |f | = 1, if there exists an asymptotic path T, ending at f, on which/has the

asymptotic value a. If / is holomorphic (meromorphic) and nonconstant in D, we

say that / is in the MacLane Class & (&m) if there exists a dense subset of C at

which / has asymptotic values. MacLane proved that & = £ [4, Theorem 1]. The

first author [1, Theorem 3] proved that &m ZL £m and £m £ &m. Finally, we say

that/ £ &'m (£¿) if / G &m (£m) and N(r, oo,/) = 0(1). Here N(r, oo,/) denotes

the Nevanlinna counting function of the poles of /. The first author also proved

that £¿, c &'m [1, Theorem 9], but the question whether &'m c t'm remained open.

In this paper we shall answer this question negatively by constructing a function of

bounded characteristic that is not in  t'm  (Theorem 5) and shall also derive
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sufficient conditions for a function of bounded characteristic to be in £¿ (Theo-

rems 1, 2 and 3). We then apply these results to obtain a uniqueness theorem for

functions bounded and holomorphic in D (Theorem 4).

2. Positive results. Let {yn} be a sequence of arcs contained in D and let y be a

subarc of C, y = {eie: a < 9 < /?}.

Definition 1. The sequence {yn} converges to y (y„ —» y) if for each e > 0 there

exists an N(s) such that

y„c{\ -£<|z|< 1}

inf arg z — a\< e, sup arg z — ß < e
In 7„

n > N(e).

Definition 2. We say that {y„} is a Koebe sequence of arcs if it converges to a

nondegenerate subarc of C.

Definition 3. Let y be a nondegenerate subarc of C. We say that f, meromorphic

in D, is in £m (t^) near y if there exists a simply connected open subset U of D with

U n C = y and f ° <f> G £m (£^,) where <j> is a function that maps D one-to-one and

conformally onto U.

Now we shall prove the positive results.

Theorem 1. Suppose f is meromorphic and of bounded characteristic in D. If the

interior of some nondegenerate subarc y ofC contains no limit points of the poles off,

then either / G £^, near y or f is constant. The conclusion is also valid under the

hypothesis that the interior of y contains no limit points of the zeros off.

Proof. If / is nonconstant and y° contains no limit points of the poles of /, it

follows from a result of MacLane [4, Theorem 1] that/ G t'm near y. If y° contains

no limit points of the zeros of/ it follows from the above that 1// G £^, near y

and hence that/ G £¿, near y.

Theorem 2. Suppose f is of bounded characteristic in D. If some neighborhood V

(in D) of some nondegenerate subarc y of C contains no zeros of f and only simple

poles of f, then either f G £¿ near y or f is constant.

Proof. We can find a simply connected open subset U of D such that /' ¥= 0 in

U, f has only simple poles in U, and U n C = y. Now we set F = f ° </> where <b

maps (|Z| < 1} one-to-one conformally onto U, and we let T be the preimage of y.

Suppose F & £^, and F is nonconstant. Then we can find a sequence of simple

arcs r„ in D such that {T„} converges to a subarc of T and \F\ = X > 0 on Tn. To

keep the notation simple, we will denote the above subarc of T also by T and we

suppose that X = 1. Either some interior point f0 of T is a limit point of zeros of F,

or Theorem 1 yields the desired conclusion. In the first case, we choose a

subsequence of the Tn in such a way that at least one zero lies (in the obvious

sense) between Tn and Tn+1. Pick a sequence {an} of zeros of F, converging to £„,

such that a„ lies between Tn and T„ + 1 and let Qn be the point over zero on the

Riemann surface § of F~l corresponding to an. Following MacLane [5, p. 281-

282], we consider the maximal schlicht disk €L which can be imbedded in S with
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center Qn. Suppose first that 6Ùn has infinite radius. This would mean that S is

either the finite plane or the closed Riemann sphere, both of which are impossible.

Hence the radius p„ of 6Dn must be finite. Since S has no (algebraic) branch points,

it follows that there must be a boundary point Bn of S over {|m>| = p„}. The

preimage of the ray from Q„ to Bn must be an asymptotic path A„ beginning at a„

on which F has the asymptotic value Bn. Note that A„ can cross at most one of the

Tk since the ray from Qn to Bn crosses the circle {|w| = 1} at most once. This

means that A„ cannot end at an interior point of T. Hence there exist a subse-

quence {A„4} of {A„} and a sequence of simple arcs {Anj} such that Ä^ c A^ and

{¿„ } converges to a nondegenerate subarc T of T. For each k, denote the

asymptotic value on A„t by B„t. There exists a subsequence of the {B^}, which we

again denote by {B„k}, such that (arg B^} tends to a limit, say tj. Thus all the

radial limits of F on f must be equal to e"1, which means that F is constant and the

proof is complete.

Theorem 3. Let f be of bounded characteristic in D and let R be the subset of C at

which f has radial limits. If R is residual, then either / G £^, or f is constant.

Remark. A subset F of C is said to be of second category evenly if F n T is of

second category (in y) where y is any subarc of C. Theorem 3 is true with the

formally weaker hypothesis "/? is of second category evenly" rather than "/? is

residual." However, the set where a continuous function in D has radial limits is of

type FaS (see [3, p. 533]), and if a set of type FaS is evenly of second category, then

it is also residual.

Proof. Suppose / £ £,j,. Then, as before, there exists a sequence of simple arcs

yn such y„ c D, n > 1, yn —» y where y is a nondegenerate subarc of C and |/| = 1

on yn. We may again suppose that X = 1. Note that we must have that |/(e'*)| = 1

for all e'e in y at which / has a radial limit. Hence, by a Lemma of Collingwood

[2, pp. 170-171] there is a subarc A of y such that/(z) is uniformly bounded in a

relative neighborhood of A in D. Hence by [4, p. 10, Lemma 1], / G t¡„ near A, a

contradiction.

We now apply the above to obtain a uniqueness theorem for functions bounded

and holomorphic in D.

Theorem 4. Suppose f and g are bounded and holomorphic in D and suppose there

exists a sequence {y„} of Koebe arcs stich that \f\ = \g\ on y„. If f/g satisfies the

hypotheses of Theorems \,2 or 3, then f = e'9g, 0 < 9 < 2m.

Proof. Theorems 1, 2 or 3 imply that//g is constant since f/g £ £¿,.

3. Counterexample.

Theorem 5. There exists a quotient f of two Blaschke products such that the level

set L(\,f) contains infinitely many loops about the origin.

Theorem 5 is a consequence of the following:

Theorem 6. Let tj > 0, e (0 < e < 1), 5, and 82 (0 < S, < 82 < 1) be given. There

exists a function <b(z) which is a finite quotient of Blaschke factors having the
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following properties :

(i) 2f(l — |f |) < tj, where the sum is taken over the zeros and poles of<b(z) in D;

(ii)<KO)=l;
(iii) 1 - e < |<Kz)| < 1 + e (|z| < 8,);

(iv) there is an unbranched loop of the level set {|<KZ)I = 1} that lies in a channel in

{S2 < \z\ < 1} whose boundary consists of two loops, one being part of the level set

L(l — e', <i>) and the other being part of the level set L(l + e', <b), where e' > 0 and

depends only on tj. Furthermore, the channel contains neither zeros nor poles of<¡>, and

it surrounds the origin.

First we show that Theorem 5 is a consequence of Theorem 6 and then prove

Theorem 6.

Proof of Theorem 5. Assume that we have a product ir„(z) = <j>x(z) • • • <f>„(z)

of functions from Theorem 6, where tj = i\k = \/k2 for <i>t(z). Assume also that the

level set L(\, irn) contains n loops about the origin, each lying in a channel, as in

(iv), whose boundary loops he in {|w„(z)| < 1 - 4n)} and {K„(z)| > 1 + e£°} for

k = 1,2,...,«.
Now, using Theorem 6, choose as <i>B+i(z) a function <b(z) with tj = l/(/i + l)2

and e = min{4")/2'': 1 < k < n). Also, choose 5, near enough to 1 to ensure that

all the above channels he in {|z| < 8X}, and choose 82 so that |w„(z)| is near enough

to 1 in {82 < |z| < 1} to ensure that if irn+i(z) = ir„(z)<¡>n+l(z), then the boundary

loops of the channel of irn+l(z) corresponding to the channel of <t>„+x(z) lie in the

sets {K + 1(z)| < 1 - £'/2} and {K+1(z)| > 1 + e'/2}. Then trn+l(z) is similar to

7T„(z), except for having an additional channel; we now denote the numbers

associated with the « + 1 channels by 4"+1) (k = 1, 2, . . ., n + 1). Simple consid-

erations show that the function F(z) = lim,,^^ irn(z) has all the properties asserted

in the theorem.

Proof of Theorem 6. Corresponding to a small positive £ and a number c in

(\, 1), we consider the function

= / 1 - *V W 1 - :^'-c)'W 1 - fVfM
RZ)     \ 1 - z2e- ) \ 1 - *¥»-«>• j\l- zV" ]'

Note that / is a quotient of Blaschke factors and that it is real on the real and

imaginary axes. Let P = e^c, Q = e"*/2, /? = e^'-«*/2, P' = -P, Q' = -Q and

/?' = -/?, and note that P, P', R and /?' are poles of/and Q and Q' are zeros of/

Lemma 1. If fix) < 1 for small real x, thenf"(0) ¥^0and the level set L(\,f)inD

is as pictured in Figure 1.

Proof of Lemma 1. The level set L(\,f) is symmetric in each coordinate axis.

Also, by the maximum modulus principle, each domain bounded by curves of the

level set L(\,f) must contain a zero or a pole. If such a domain contains only zeros

or only poles, then |/(z)| < 1 or |/(z)| > 1 in the domain. Symmetry excludes the

possibility that the set L(\,f) meets the imaginary axis except at 0.
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Figure 1

Assume now that /"(0) ¥* 0, so that arcs of the level set L(l) leave 0 in the

directions 9 = w/4, 3ir/4, 5it/4 and 7w/4. The arc that leaves the origin in the

direction w/4 must cross the real axis between P and Q or between Q and /?. Since

f(x) < 1 for small real x, the former possibility is excluded and the figure-eight in

the diagram must be part of the level set.

If/"(0) were 0, two arcs of the level set would leave from the origin in directions

between 0 and tr/2. The argument above would apply to each, and there would

exist a domain, bounded by the dotted loop and the right loop of the figure-eight as

illustrated, that contains neither zeros nor poles. This is impossible. Hence f"(0) i"

0.

Lemma 2. If fix) > 1 for small real x, then fix) > 1 between 0 and P.

Proof of Lemma 2. Let L0 denote the first arc of L(l) that we encounter as we

pass around the origin in the positive direction, beginning on the positive real axis

and near the origin. As in the proof of Lemma 1, the arc L0 loops either only

around P or around both P and Q. In the latter case, the intersection of L(l) with

the interior of L0 consists of exactly one simple closed curve LQ that passes around

Q but not around P. Because LQ is symmetric, it does not meet OP. In either case,
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the function / cannot assume the value 1 on the open segment OP, and therefore

fix) > 1 on OP.

Lemma 3. For all small e > 0, the number c can be chosen between \ and 1 so that

fix) < 1 for small real x and/(£) = 1 for some £ in (0, \].

Proof. The series for/(z) at z = 0 is 1 + a2z2 + . . ., where

a2 = -2(e' - e~°) + 2(e-('-c)e - «T«1"^) + (e2» - e~2")
2

= -4 sinh £ + 4 sinh((l — c)e) + 2 sinh 2ce

(2C£>r (1 - c)V 1
= _4(e + ̂ )+4[(l-c)£ + il^f + 2 2C£ +

3!
+ 0(e5)

where the bound implied in 0{£5)> is uniform in c for the range considered, as

£ —* 0 +. Algebraic manipulation yields

a2 = 2c[(c + 1/2)2 - 5/4]£3 + 0(e5).

Now (c + \f - 5/4 equals -11/144 for c = 7/12 and 5/16 for c = 3/4. Hence

for all small fixed £ > 0, a2 as a function of c is negative for c = 7/12 and positive

for c = 3/4.

Corresponding to a small, fixed e > 0, we consider the point £ of the loop of

L(\,f) around P that lies on the segment OP, as indicated in Figure 1. If for

c = 7/12 the point £' lies on [0, \], we take/ with this value c to be the function in

Lemma 3. If f > \, we consider the value f(\) as a function of c on the interval

7/12 < c < 3/4. Because f(\) is a continuous function of c and is by virtue of

Lemmas 1 and 2 less than 1 at c = 7/12 and greater then 1 at c = 3/4, we can

choose c so that/(^) = 1. The function/with this value of c is the desired function.

We now write \ = £.

If we were to map D onto itself by a linear fractional transformation that carries

i to the origin, we would almost have the desired function. The right-hand loop of

the figure-eight would be carried into the level curve for X = 1 surrounding the

origin. However, the branching at the double point makes it difficult to cope with

approximation problems by placing it in a channel. To overcome this difficulty we

modify the construction as follows.

If p (0 < p < 1) is near to 1, the level set {|/(z)| = p} will contain a loop L, just

outside the unit circle C, a loop L2 just inside the right-hand loop of the

figure-eight (see Figure 1) which is part of {|/(z)| = 1} and a loop L3 just outside

the loop around P (see Figure 1) which is also part of {|/(z)| =1}. Let |0 be the

nearer to 0 of the two points of L3 on (0, 1), so that £0 is very near to ¿ if p is very

near to 1. Now let ^(z) be a one-to-one conformai map of D onto the inside of Lx

such that ¥(0) = £0, and consider g = (1/p)/ ° ty.

Since | g(z)| = 1 on C, it follows that g(z) is a quotient of Blaschke factors with

the same number of zeros and poles as/(z). Since (i) is satisfied by/(z), it will also

be satisfied by g(z) if p is chosen near enough to 1 ; since this also ensures that £0 is

not much larger than \, we may assume that £0 G (0, 3/4). Also, (ii) is satisfied, i.e.

g(0) = 1. Finally, (iii) and (iv) can be satisfied by setting <b(z) = g(zk) with k G N
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sufficiently large. We remark that <f> trivially satisfies (ii), and straightforward

calculations show that if g(z) satisfies (i), then so does g(zk). Thus the proof is

complete.
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